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Reading 1: 

The Moon 
 

 
The Moon is the only natural satellite of Earth:  

 
        orbit:    384,400 km from Earth 
        diameter: 3476 km 
        mass:     7.35e22 kg 
 
Called Luna by the Romans, Selene and Artemis by the Greeks, and many other names in 
other mythologies.  
 
The Moon, of course, has been known since prehistoric times. It is the second brightest object 
in the sky after the Sun. As the Moon orbits around the Earth once per month, the angle 
between the Earth, the Moon and the Sun changes; we see this as the cycle of the Moon's 
phases. The time between successive new moons is 29.5 days (709 hours), slightly different 
from the Moon's orbital period (measured against the stars) since the Earth moves a 
significant distance in its orbit around the Sun in that time.  
 
Due to its size and composition, the Moon is sometimes classified as a terrestrial "planet" 
along with Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars.  
 
The Moon was first visited by the Soviet spacecraft Luna 2 in 1959. It is the only 
extraterrestrial body to have been visited by humans. The first landing was on July 20, 1969 
(do you remember where you were?); the last was in December 1972. The Moon is also the 
only body from which samples have been returned to Earth. In the summer of 1994, the Moon 
was very extensively mapped by the little spacecraft Clementine and again in 1999 by Lunar 
Prospector.  
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The gravitational forces between the Earth and the Moon cause some interesting effects. The 
most obvious is the tides. The Moon's gravitational attraction is stronger on the side of the 
Earth nearest to the Moon and weaker on the opposite side. Since the Earth, and particularly 
the oceans, is not perfectly rigid it is stretched out along the line toward the Moon. From our 
perspective on the Earth's surface we see two small bulges, one in the direction of the Moon 
and one directly opposite. The effect is much stronger in the ocean water than in the solid 
crust so the water bulges are higher. And because the Earth rotates much faster than the Moon 
moves in its orbit, the bulges move around the Earth about once a day giving two high tides 
per day. (This is a greatly simplified model; actual tides, especially near the coasts, are much 
more complicated.)  
 
But the Earth is not completely fluid, either. The Earth's rotation carries the Earth's bulges 
slightly ahead of the point directly beneath the Moon. This means that the force between the 
Earth and the Moon is not exactly along the line between their centers producing a torque  on 
the Earth and an accelerating force on the Moon. This causes a net transfer of rotational 
energy from the Earth to the Moon, slowing down the Earth's rotation by about 1.5 
milliseconds/century and raising the Moon into a higher orbit by about 3.8 centimeters per 
year. (The opposite effect happens to satellites with unusual orbits such as Phobos and 
Triton).  
 
The Moon rotates synchronously, i.e. it is locked in phase with its orbit so that the same side 
is always facing toward the Earth. Just as the Earth's rotation is now being slowed by the 
Moon's influence so in the distant past the Moon's rotation was slowed by the action of the 
Earth, but in that case the effect was much stronger. When the Moon's rotation rate was 
slowed to match its orbital period (such that the bulge always faced toward the Earth) there 
was no longer an off-center twisting force on the Moon and a stable situation was achieved. 
The same thing has happened to most of the other satellites in the solar system. Eventually, 
the Earth's rotation will be slowed to match the Moon's period, too, as is the case with Pluto 
and Charon.  
 
Actually, the Moon appears to wobble a bit (due to its slightly non-circular orbit) so that a few 
degrees of the far side can be seen from time to time, but the majority of the far side (left) was 
completely unknown until the Soviet spacecraft Luna 3 photographed it in 1959. (Note: there 
is no "dark side" of the Moon; all parts of the Moon get sunlight half the time (except for a 
few deep craters near the poles). Some uses of the term "dark side" in the past may have 
referred to the far side as "dark" in the sense of "unknown" (eg "darkest Africa") but even that 
meaning is no longer valid today!)  
 
The Moon has no atmosphere. But evidence from Clementine suggested that there may be 
water ice in some deep craters near the Moon's south pole which are permanently shaded. 
This has now been confirmed by Lunar Prospector. There is apparently ice at the north pole as 
well. The cost of future lunar exploration just got a lot cheaper!  
 
The Moon's crust averages 68 km thick and varies from essentially 0 under Mare Crisium to 
107 km north of the crater Korolev on the lunar far side. Below the crust is a mantle and 
probably a small core (roughly 340 km radius and 2% of the Moon's mass). Unlike the Earth's 
mantle, however, the Moon's is only partially molten. Curiously, the Moon's center of mass is 
offset from its geometric center by about 2 km in the direction toward the Earth. Also, the 
crust is thinner on the near side.  
 
There are two primary types of terrain on the Moon: the heavily cratered and very old 
highlands  and the relatively smooth and younger maria. The maria (which comprise about 
16% of the Moon's surface) are huge impact craters that were later flooded by molten lava. 
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Most of the surface is covered with regolith, a mixture of fine dust and rocky debris produced 
by meteor impacts. For some unknown reason, the maria are concentrated on the near side.  
 
Most of the craters on the near side are named for famous figures in the history of science 
such as Tycho, Copernicus, and Ptolemaeus. Features on the far side have more modern 
references such as Apollo, Gagarin and Korolev (with a distinctly Russian bias since the first 
images were obtained by Luna 3).  In addition to the familiar features on the near side, the 
Moon also has the huge craters South Pole -Aitken on the far side which is 2250 km in 
diameter and 12 km deep making it the the largest impact basin in the solar system and 
Orientale  on the western limb  which is a splendid example of a multi-ring crater.  
 
A total of 382 kg of rock samples were returned to the Earth by the Apollo and Luna 
programs. These provide most of our detailed knowledge of the Moon. They are particularly 
valuable in that they can be dated. Even today, 20 years after the last Moon landing, scientists 
still study these precious samples.  
 
Most rocks on the surface of the Moon seem to be between 4.6 and 3 billion years old. This is 
a fortuitous match with the oldest terrestrial rocks which are rarely more than 3 billion years 
old. Thus the Moon provides evidence about the early history of the Solar System not 
available on the Earth.  
 
Prior to the study of the Apollo samples, there was no consensus about the origin of the 
Moon. There were three principal theories: co-accretion which asserted that the Moon and the 
Earth formed at the same time from the Solar Nebula; fission which asserted that the Moon 
split off of the Earth; and capture which held that the Moon formed elsewhere and was 
subsequently captured by the Earth. None of these work very well. But the new and detailed 
information from the Moon rocks led to the impact theory: that the Earth collided with a very 
large object (as big as Mars or more) and that the Moon formed from the ejected material. 
There are still details to be worked out, but the impact theory is now widely accepted.  
 
The Moon has no global magnetic field. But some of its surface rocks exhibit remanent 
magnetism indicating that there may have been a global magnetic field early in the Moon's 
history.  
 
With no atmosphere and no magnetic field, the Moon's surface is exposed directly to the solar 
wind. Over its 4 billion year lifetime many hydrogen ions from the solar wind have become 
embedded in the Moon's regolith. Thus samples of regolith returned by the Apollo missions 
proved valuable in studies of the solar wind. This lunar hydrogen may also be of use someday 
as rocket fuel.  
 
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets/luna.html 
 
 
Reference for photographs and some of the text in the next section is similarly 
seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets
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Moon Images 

 
Theophilus, Cyrillus and Catharina 

 
Posidonius 

 
Plato and the Alps 

 
Copernicus, Stadius and Eratosthenes 

 
Aristoteles (bottom left) Eudoxus (center) 

 
Atlas and Hercules 

 

 
Clavius 

 
The Montes Apenninus, Rima Hadley 
and Mare Vaporum 

 
The Straight Wall 
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Reading 2 

The Planets 

Mercury 

 

Being two and a half times closer to the Sun than Earth, you might think that the surface 
of Mercury would be unbearably hot. And you’d be right. Surface temperatures on the 
side facing the Sun reach 430ºC. What you might not expect is that since Mercury has no 
atmosphere, temperatures on the night side dive to –170ºC. So if you could stand on the 
surface of Mercury, every 59 days you’d go from being hot enough to melt lead to cold 
enough to freeze oxygen. 

The surface of Mercury is marked with craters—a consequence of 
never having had an atmosphere, so meteorites don’t burn up 
before they hit the surface.  

Astronomers had a surprise in 1991. Because Mercury’s rotation 
axis has only a slight tilt, the temperature at the poles remains 
constant throughout the year. Mercury has no seasons. The bases 

of some craters near the poles are 
always in shadow. So, on the planet 
closest to the Sun, astronomers were surprised to discover 
water ice.  

Seen from earth, Mercury never strays far from the blinding 
Sun. It appears only briefly at dawn or dusk, hugging the 
horizon. 
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It’s small: just over a third the size of earth. It goes around the sun 4 times in one of our 
years (once every 88 days). Until 1962 it was thought that Mercury's "day" was the same 
length as its "year" so as to keep that same face to the Sun much as the Moon does to the 
Earth. But this was shown to be false in 1965 by radar observations. It is now known that 
Mercury rotates three times in two of its years. 

Mercury has a huge iron core, which sets it apart from the Moon (which it looks like, 
with all its craters) and the Earth. It accounts for 70% of the planet’s mass. 

A new discovery-class mission to Mercury has been approved. MESSENGER will launch 
in 2004 and orbit Mercury starting in 2009. 

 

Venus 

 

The Earth, Venus and Mars have all been around for roughly the same length of time—
just over 4 billion years—and were all formed in the same way. Mars is a bit smaller than 
Earth, Venus roughly the same size. But Venus is a boiling-oil-pot- like hell, Mars is a 
barren desert and Earth, by comparison, is a blue oasis of life. How is it that three similar 
planets, orbiting the same star at similar distances, can be so different? 

All three planets have atmospheres composed of gases from their interiors that came out 
in volcanoes— primarily water vapour and carbon dioxide. However, Venus is 30% 
closer to the Sun than is Earth—close enough to prevent the water vapour from 
condensing into oceans, as it had on Earth, and dissolve the carbon dioxide. 

On Venus the atmosphere is mostly carbon 
dioxide. This produces an enormous greenhouse 
effect. (Carbon dioxide is like a blanket around 
the planet that stops the heat getting out. Earth is 
35°C warmer than it would be without this 
blanket.). This is responsible for Venus’s 
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extremely high surface temperature (about 480ºC, hot 
enough to melt lead) and crushing pressures (90 
atmospheres, equivalent to being a kilometre deep in our 
oceans). The Greenhouse Effect made Venus 400° hotter 
than it would otherwise have been. 

Since Venus is an inferior planet (=orbits between Earth 
and the Sun), it shows phases when viewed with a 
telescope from the perspective of Earth. Galileo's 
observation of this phenomenon was important evidence in 
favour of Copernicus's Sun-centred theory of the solar system. 

If you could descend through the thick clouds of sulphuric acid (car-battery acid) that 
blanket Venus and stand on its fiery hot surface, what could you expect to see? In fact, 
you would see something like Earth — but with no water, no life and no erosion. A hot, 
dry desert smothered in a hot, thick atmosphere. Venus is mostly covered in plains and 
rolling hills less than 1000m high. There are also two highlands areas: Aphrodite (named 
after the Greek goddess of love), which is about the size of South America, along the 
equator; and Ishtar (the Babylonian goddess of love), the size of Australia, in the northern 
hemisphere.  

There are strong (350 kph) winds at the cloud tops but winds at the surface are very slow, 
no more than a few kilometres per hour.  

Venus is the Sun’s hottest planet. 

Venus probably once had large amounts of water like Earth but it all boiled away. Venus 
is now quite dry. 

It is almost the same size, mass and density as Earth. It comes 
closer to Earth than any other planet. 

Its cloud cover makes it very reflective, making it so bright in 
our night sky. 

Carbon dioxide on earth is absorbed into corals, limestones 
and shells, so it is only 0.035% of Earth’s atmosphere, but it is 
96.5% of Venusian air. 
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Earth 

 
Earth is the third planet from the Sun and the fifth largest. 

The Earth is divided into several layers which have distinct chemical and seismic 
properties (depths in km):  

0-  40   Crust 
40- 400   Upper mantle 
400- 650   Transition region 
650-2700   Lower mantle 
2700-2890   D” layer 
2890-5150   Outer core 
5150-6378   Inner core  

The crust varies considerably in thickness, it is thinner under the oceans, thicker under 
the continents. The inner core and crust are solid; the outer core and mantle layers are 
plastic or semi-fluid. 

The core is probably composed mostly of iron (or nickel/iron) though it is possible that 
some lighter elements may be present, too. Temperatures at the center of the core may be 
as high as 7500 K, hotter than the surface of the Sun. The lower mantle is probably 
mostly silicon, magnesium and oxygen with some iron, calcium and aluminum. The 
upper mantle is mostly olivene and pyroxene (iron/magnesium silicates), calcium and 
aluminum. We know most of this only from seismic techniques; samples from the upper 
mantle arrive at the surface as lava from volcanoes but the majority of the Earth is 
inaccessible. The crust is primarily quartz (silicon dioxide) and other silicates like 
feldspar. Taken as a whole, the Earth's chemical composition (by mass) is:   

 
 34.6%   Iron 
 29.5%   Oxygen 
 15.2%   Silicon 
 12.7%   Magnesium 
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 2.4%   Nickel 
 1.9%   Sulfur 
 0.05%  Titanium 

The Earth is the densest major body in the solar system. 

Unlike the other terrestrial planets, Earth’s crust is divided into several separate solid 
plates which float around independently on top of the hot mantle below. There are 8 
major plates: 
 
• North American Plate - North America, western North Atlantic and Greenland  
• South American Plate - South America and western South Atlantic  
• Antarctic Plate - Antarctica and the “Southern Ocean”  
• Eurasian Plate - eastern North Atlantic, Europe and Asia except for India  
• African Plate - Africa, eastern South Atlantic and western Indian Ocean  
• Indian-Australian Plate - India, Australia, New Zealand; most of Indian Ocean  
• Nazca Plate - eastern Pacific Ocean adjacent to South America  
• Pacific Plate - most of the Pacific Ocean (and the southern coast of California!)  

There are also twenty or more small plates such as the Arabian, Cocos, and Philippine 
Plates. Earthquakes are much more common at the plate boundaries. Plotting their 
locations makes it easy to see the plate boundaries (see picture). 

The Earth is 4.5 to 4.6 billion years old, but the oldest known rocks are about 4 billion 
years old and rocks older than 3 billion years are rare. The oldest fossils of living 
organisms are less than 3.9 billion years old. 

71 Percent of the Earth's surface is covered with water. Earth 
is the only planet on which water can exist in liquid form on 
the surface.  

The heat capacity of the oceans is also very important in 
keeping the Earth's temperature relatively stable. Liquid 
water is also responsible for most of the erosion and 
weathering of the Earth's continents, a process unique in the 
solar system today (though it may have occurred on Mars in 
the past).  

The Earth's atmosphere is 77% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, with traces of argon, carbon 
dioxide and water. There was probably a very much larger amount of carbon dioxide in 
the Earth's atmosphere when the Earth was first formed, but it has since been almost all 
incorporated into carbonate rocks and to a lesser extent dissolved into the oceans and 
consumed by living plants. Plate tectonics and biological processes now maintain a 
continual flow of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to these various “sinks” and back 
again. The tiny amount of carbon dioxide resident in the atmosphere at any time is 
extremely important to the maintenance of the Earth's surface temperature via the 
greenhouse effect. The greenhouse effect raises the average surface temperature about 
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35°C above what it would otherwise be (from a frigid –21°C to a comfortable +14°C); 
without it the oceans would freeze and life as we know it would be impossible. 

The presence of free oxygen is quite remarkable from a 
chemical point of view. Oxygen is a very reactive gas and under 
“normal” circumstances would quickly combine with other 
elements. The oxygen in Earth's atmosphere is produced and 
maintained by biological processes. Without life there would be 
no free oxygen.  

The interaction of the Earth and the Moon slows the Earth’s 
rotation by about 2 milliseconds per century. Current research 

indicates that about 900 million years ago there were 481 18-hour days in a year.  

 

Mars 

 

It appears that there may be liquid water on Mars after all! This is exciting news (Feb 
2002) but more work needs to be done to confirm it. 

The fourth planet from the Sun looks like a drop of blood, which is why the ancients 
named it for the god of war. Mars is red for the same reason blood is: iron. In the blood 
we have haemoglobin (which has iron in it); on Mars it is iron oxide, or rust, which 
colours the Martian deserts. 
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Venus may be the planet closest to the Earth in size, but Mars has the surface most like 
Earth’s, with a comparatively pleasant temperature range of 20º to –140ºC. Its 
atmosphere is thin, however, with a pressure about the same as Earth’s at an altitude of 
30km. There is almost no oxygen to breathe and no ozone to protect the surface from the 
Sun’s ultraviolet rays.  

The surface gravity on Mars is about one-third of Earth’s. Mars 
even has weather, with thin clouds, occasional planet-wide dust 
storms, and polar caps of frozen carbon dioxide. All of which 
may seem unfriendly and inhospitable, but it’s the best on offer 
in our neighbourhood. 

Olympus Mons: the largest mountain in the Solar System rising 
24 km above the surrounding plain. Its base is more than 500 km in diameter and is 
rimmed by a cliff 6 km high (right).  

Mars must have once been a more pleasant place, with warmer 
temperatures, a thicker atmosphere, and running water — all due 
to the greenhouse effect of carbon dioxide. On Earth, liquid 
water dissolved carbon dioxide from the air, while volcanic 
activity released carbon dioxide into the atmosphere to create a 
balanced cycle. On the young Mars, however, water absorbed the 
carbon dioxide but there was not enough volcanic activity to 
resupply it. So the greenhouse effect, which once kept Mars 
warm, broke down, resulting in the loss of its atmosphere and water. 

Mars takes almost twice as long to go around the sun as Earth (687 days). It has similar 
seasons, and its day is about the same as Earth’s (24 hours 37 minutes). 

A small number of meteorites (the SNC meteorites) are believed to have originated on 
Mars.  

On 1996 Aug 6, David McKay et al announced the first 
identification of organic compounds in a Martian meteorite. 
The authors further suggest that these compounds, in 
conjunction with a number of other mineralogical features 
observed in the rock, may be evidence of ancient Martian 
microorganisms. (photo)  

Exciting as this is, it is important to note while this evidence 
is strong it by no means establishes the fact of extraterrestrial life. There have also been 
several contradictory studies published since the McKay paper. 
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The future of Mars exploration is more hopeful 
than for the other planets. NASA's Mars Global 
Surveyor an orbiter that is now in orbit around 
Mars. Mars Pathfinder, which includes a lander 
and mini-rover landed successfully on Mars on 4 
July 1997. Several more robotic missions are 
planned by NASA and others. But no one seems 
willing to put any money toward a manned 
expedition.  

 

Jupiter 

 

The ancients named Jupiter well. Among the planets, it is normally second in brightness 
to Venus and its movement in the sky is slow and majestic (it takes 12 years to orbit the 
Sun). They named it after the king of the gods. The ancients did not know that Jupiter is 
so large that it is more than double all the mass of the other planets put together. It is 318 
times as massive as Earth. The king of the gods is also the king of the planets. 

The planet is a Gas Giant, mostly made of hydrogen 
and helium, the lightest and commonest elements in 
the universe. On Earth they are gases, but Jupiter’s 
enormous weight squeezes most of the hydrogen into a 
metal that could conduct electricity. The hydrogen and 
helium envelope a rock-water core which is 10 times 
the mass of Earth but only a few percent of Jupiter’s 
total mass. 
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You can’t land on a Gas Giant, because it has no land. Gas giants are almost all 
atmosphere. 

We see the top of the atmosphere, where clouds of ammonia swirl in spectacular storms. 
The largest of these storms, the Great Red Spot, has been in existence for at least 300 
years. The GRS is an oval about 12,000 by 25,000 km, big enough to hold two Earths. 

Jupiter is just about as large in diameter as a gas planet can be. If more material were to 
be added, it would be compressed by gravity such that the overall radius would increase 
only slightly. A star can be larger only because of its internal (nuclear) heat source. (But 
Jupiter would have to be at least 80 times more massive to become a star.)  

Each Gas Giant has rings and 
satellites (moons). These formed 
around the planets in the same way 
as planets formed around the Sun. 
Jupiter has 39 known satellites: the 
four large Galilean moons, 12 
smaller named ones, plus 23 more 

small ones discovered recently but not yet named, 
including the 4 which we can see easily through a small 
telescope, Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto.  

 

Photo (right): Two of Jupiter’s moons, Io and Europa, circling in front of the planet. 
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Saturn 
 

 

Though all the Gas Giants have ring systems of some type, there is no question that 
Saturn shows the most spectacular rings of all, being easily visible to the first observers 
who used telescopes on the sky. The rings themselves are composed of small fragments 
of ice and ice-coated rock. 

Like Jupiter, Saturn displays spectacular weather patterns in its cloud layers. Also like 
Jupiter, we don’t actually know why the clouds are coloured. Ammonia, ammonium 
hydrosulphide and water crystals (the three topmost cloud layers) are all white. The 
browns, blues, reds and oranges we see must be caused by some currently unidentified 
chemical. 

Saturn resembles a smaller Jupiter. It is mostly hydrogen and helium surrounding a rock-
water core. Whereas Jupiter has 318 earth-masses, Saturn has 95.  

Because of its lower mass and weaker gravity, Saturn 
cannot compress its hydrogen and helium as much as 
Jupiter does, and thus Saturn’s density is so low that if 
the planet were placed in an ocean large enough, it 
would float. 

Like Jupiter, Saturn gives out more energy than the Sun 
provides, probably because helium is falling toward Saturn’s core, releasing energy and 
warmth. 

Saturn was first visited by Pioneer 11 in 1979 and later by Voyager 1 and Voyager 2. 
Cassini, now on its way, will arrive in 2004. If all goes well, it will go into orbit around 
Saturn in 2004. In addition to an extensive survey of Saturn and its major moons, it will 
drop a probe (called Huygens, built by the European Space Agency) onto the surface of 
Titan. 
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The rings are so thin that they disappear from our view here on earth when they are 
turned edge-on. This happens twice in Saturn’s year, or about once every fifteen Earth 
years. The next happens in 2009. Though they look continuous from the Earth, the rings 
are actually composed of innumerable small particles each in an independent orbit. They 
range in size from a centimeter or so to several meters. A few kilometer-sized objects are 
also likely.  

Saturn's rings are extraordinarily thin: though they're 250,000 km or more in diameter 
they're less than one kilometer thick. Despite their impressive appearance, there's really 
very little material in the rings -- if the rings were compressed into a single body it would 
be no more than 100 km across.  

The ring particles seem to be composed primarily of water ice, but they may also include 
rocky particles with icy coatings. 

 

Saturn has 18 named satellites plus 12 recently 
discovered and as yet unnamed ones 

Titan, the largest moon, can be seen with our 
small telescope. It has an atmosphere thicker 
than earth’s. It is mostly nitrogen. Titan even has 
water ice. 
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Uranus 

 

Uranus has been visited by only one spacecraft, Voyager 2 on Jan 24 1986. 

Uranus is unique among the planets—it lies on its back. Instead of 
rotating about an axis at 90º to the plane of the Solar System as 
most planets do, it rolls around the sun. Perhaps a giant asteroid 
hit Uranus and knocked it over. Actually, there's an ongoing battle 
over which of Uranus' poles is its north pole! 

Uranus was first identified by astronomer William Herschel in 
1781, who thought it was a comet. It was the first new planet to 
be sighted in all of recorded history. 

Uranus has a cloud layer formed from methane crystals, which 
gives it a green colour. Methane removes the red light which leaves green to be reflected 
to us. 

Like the Gas Giants it has weather patterns, but they are hard to see even on photographs. 

Uranus is dimly visible to the naked eye. 

The god Uranus was the father of Saturn and grandfather of Jupiter in the old stories. 

Voyager 2 flew past Uranus in 1986. Uranus has 15 earth-masses. Jupiter is 20 times as 
massive as Uranus. 

Uranus has rings, but they are dark and a space traveller would not even see them. 
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Uranus has 20 named moons plus 1 recently discovered one that as yet has not been given 
an official name. 

Neptune 

 

The most distant, and last, of the Gas Giants is Neptune. Similar in size to Uranus, its 
visible cloud layers are also mostly composed of methane, which gives it its blue colour. 

Because Pluto has a very elongated orbit, it regularly 
passes inside the orbit of Neptune. From 1979 to 1999 
Neptune was actually the outermost planet in the solar 
system. 

Like the other Gas Giants, Neptune has banded weather 
patterns. It also has clouds that race around the planet at 
2000 km/hr — the fastest winds in the Solar System. 

Another of Neptune’s features is a collection of large dark spots that appear and 
disappear at irregular intervals.  

 
At the time of the Voyager encounter, Neptune's most 
prominent feature was the Great Dark Spot (left) in the 
southern  hemisphere. It was about half the size as Jupiter's 
Great Red Spot (about the same diameter as Earth). 
Neptune's winds blew the Great Dark Spot westward at 
300 meters/second (700 mph). Voyager 2 also saw a 
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smaller dark spot in the southern hemisphere and a small irregular white cloud that zips 
around  Neptune every 16 hours or so now known as "The Scooter" (photo). It may be a 
plume rising from lower in the atmosphere but its true nature remains a mystery.  
 

However, Hubble Space Telescope observations of  Neptune 
in 1994 show that the Great Dark Spot has disappeared! 

Neptune has 8 known moons; 7 small ones and Triton. 
Neptune’s largest moon, Triton, is unusual. It rotates 
backwards around Neptune. So if you were on Neptune you 
would see the moon rising in the West. Its orbit is gradually 
decaying, bringing it closer to the planet. It will eventually 

break up to form a ring, or crash into Neptune. This suggests that Triton could not have 
formed around Neptune, but must originally have been captured by the planet. 

 

Pluto 

 

Pluto is the outermost of all the Sun’s planets, and the last to be found. Percival Lowell 
suggested there might be a 9th planet, Planet X, which disturbed the orbits of Uranus, in 
1905. He died in 1916 without ever finding it, but astronomer Clyde Tombaugh, working 
at the Lowell observatory, discovered it in 1930 in almost the place he predicted. 

During the 1970s astronomers learned just how tiny Pluto really is. In 1978 James 
Christy of the U.S. Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C., discovered a moon circling 
Pluto. This moon feels Pluto’s gravity, which comes from its mass, so the moon’s speed 
and orbit tell us the secret of Pluto’s mass: only 1/500 that of the Earth, a sixth that of the 
Moon. Pluto is so tiny some astronomers no longer consider it a real planet. It certainly 
does not affect Uranus significantly. Lowell and his observatory found it by pure co-
incidence. 
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Its moon, Charon, (pronounced SHAR-EN or CARE-EN) has a 
mass nearly half that of Pluto. This makes Pluto almost a double 
planet. No other planet has a satellite so large compared with it. 
 Charon is named for the mythological figure who ferried the 
dead across the River Acheron into Hades (the underworld). 
Though officially named for the mythological figure, Charon's 
discoverer was also naming it in honor of his wife, Charlene. 
Thus, those in the know pronounce it with the first syllable 
sounding like 'shard' ("SHAHR en").  

Charon was discovered in 1978 by Jim Christy. 

Pluto doesn’t fit in with the other types of planets—it’s not a gas giant, and it is not a 
terrestrial planet. It may be a captured comet. 

We know little about the composition of 
Pluto, except that it is probably 70% 
rock and 30% ices. Surface temperature 
is about –230ºC. Its diameter is 2320 

km. The diameter of its Moon, Charon, is 1270 km. A bright 
highlight on Pluto’s photograph suggests it has a smoothly 
reflecting surface layer. 

 

Asteroids 

Several hundred thousand asteroids have been discovered and given provisional designations so 
far. Thousands more are discovered each year. There are undoubtedly hundreds of thousands 
more that are too small to be seen from the Earth. There are 26 known asteroids larger than 200 
km in diameter. 

Phobos and Deimos, the moons of Mars, are probably captured asteroids. 

Mathilde's density turns out to be not much greater than that of water, suggesting that it is not a 
solid object but rather a compacted pile of debris. 

Though they are never visible with the unaided eye, many asteroids are visible with binoculars or 
small telescopes. 
Trojans are asteroids that are 60° ahead or behind Jupiter in Jupiter’s orbit. Several hundred such 
asteroids are known, and there may be thousands. 

The largest asteroid by far is 1 Ceres. It is 933 km in diameter and contains about 25% of the 
mass of all the asteroids combined. The next largest are 2 Pallas, 4 Vesta and 10 Hygiea which 
are between 400 and 525 km in diameter. All other known asteroids are less than 340 km across. 

An asteroid crashed into the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico 65 million years ago. It was this 
collision that created a year of darkness over the earth, wiping out the plants the dinosaurs needed 

Charon 
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to survive. Thus were the dinosaurs wiped out, leaving the way for mammals to become top 
species. 

 
Ida, Gaspra, Deimos and Phobos approximately to scale. 

 

There also a few "asteroids" (designated as "Centaurs") in the outer solar system: 2060 Chiron 
(aka 95 P/Chiron) orbits between Saturn and Uranus; the orbit of 5335 Damocles ranges from 
near Mars to beyond Uranus; 5145 Pholus orbits from Saturn to past Neptune. There are probably 
many more, but such planet-crossing orbits are unstable and they are likely to be perturbed in the 
future. The composition of these objects is probably more like that of comets or the Kuiper Belt 
objects than that of ordinary asteroids. In particular, Chiron is now classified as a comet. 

The first known Near Earth Asteroid (NEA) was 433 Eros. It was orbited by a space probe, 
NEAR-Shoemaker (Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous) beginning in January 1999. It sent back 
many photographs and even continued transmitting an “I’m still here!” beep after it crashed into 
the asteroid on Feb 14, 2001 (it just happened to be 
Valentine’s day, coming from Eros, the god of love!).  
(photo right) 

Earth has an interesting asteroid that shares its orbit but will 
never collide with it. It will never get closer than 40 times the 
distance of Earth to the Moon. It is known as 3753 Cruithne 
(croo-EEN-ya). It is named after the first group of people to 
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come from Europe into England about 800–500 BC (they were also called Picts). It can be best 
thought of as Earth’s companion. 

Phobos and Deimos, the Moons of Mars 

 
 

Phobos 

In about 50 million years Phobos will either crash onto the surface of Mars or (more 
likely) break up into a ring.  

 
Deimos 

Phobos and Deimos may be composed of carbon-rich 
rock like C-type asteroids. But their densities are so low 
that they cannot be pure rock. They are more likely 
composed of a mixture of rock and ice. Both are heavily 
cratered. New images from Mars Global Surveyor 
indicate that Phobos is covered with a layer of fine dust 
about a meter thick, similar to the regolith on the Earth’s 
Moon. Phobos is 22.2 km in diameter. 

Phobos in orbit around Mars 
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Reading 3: Constellation Myths 
 

The Milky Way 

Almost universally the Milky Way, our galaxy, has been seen as a heavenly river or road. 
In the Hebrew tradition it was the River of Light; in India it was the reflection of the 
earthly River Ganges; in ancient Egypt it was the image of the River Nile. 

Another frequently found motif is that of the Milky Way as the pathway of souls. In this 
view, the gateways between heaven and earth are at the intersections of the Milky Way 
and the ecliptic (the extension of the plane of the Solar System to the stars), in the 
constellations Sagittarius and Gemini. 

Greek myth has a colourful account of the formation of the Milky Way. In order to win 
the hand of Alcmene, the youth Amphitryon was required to avenge the death of 
Alcmene’s brothers. On the very night that Amphitryon fulfilled his pledge, the supreme 
god Zeus (in Roman myth, Jupiter) disguised himself as the youth and sneaked into 
Alcmene’s bedroom. He assured her that the act of vengeance had been fulfilled, and 
slept with her. The result of their union was the hero Heracles (Hercules). 

Zeus’ wife Hera was notoriously jealous of her husband’s infidelities, usually taking 
vengeance on either the rival or the children of Zeus’ affairs. On this occasion, however, 
Zeus outwitted Hera. He arranged for her to come across the infant as if abandoned, and 
in compassion the goddess began to suckle it, thereby granting Heracles the gift of 
immortality through her milk. But Heracles gave Hera’s nipple such a lusty tug that the 
goddess screamed in pain. As she pulled the child away from her, a fountain gushed from 
her breast. Some of the milk fell onto the earth to form lilies, but most of it shot into the 
sky, to become the Milky Way. 

Corvus, the Crow 

Apollo, the Sun god, sent the crow with a 
chalice to bring him a cup full of the waters of 
life. The bird wasted time beside a fig tree, 
waiting for the fruit to ripen. When the crow 
came back it claimed that it was a water snake 
which caused the delay. Apollo cursed the bird 
with eternal thirst. He fixed him in the sky 
close to Hydra the watersnake, guarding the 
constellation of Crater, the Cup. This made the 
lie come true! 
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Hydra, the Water Snake and Cancer, the Crab 

Hydra is the largest constellation, stretching more than 100° across the sky (From horizon 
to horizon is 180°.) Most of the stars are hard to see (4th and 5th magnitude), but the six 
stars at the head of the snake are easy to identify. 

Hydra is an ancient constellation. The best known 
tale identifies it with Hydra which Hercules 
challenged in one of his twelve labours. Lerna, a 
fertile and sacred coastal region near the city of 
Argos, became terrorized by the monstrous Hydra, 
which inhabited a swamp of unknown depth. The 
creature had the body of a dog and usually nine 
heads, each one breathing out poisonous gases. 

When one head was crushed or cut off, three new 
heads grew in its place. 

Hercules forced it out of its hiding place by shooting 
burning arrows at it, and held his breath so he would 
not breathe the poison. He chopped off the heads, but 
more grew with every blow. 

At that moment, a crab sent by Hera, his step-mother, 
came out of the swamp and bit Hercules on the foot. 
Hercules crushed it immediately, and it became the 
constellation of Cancer. 

Hercules’ companion and chariot driver, Iolaus, now 
came to his aid. Iolaus set fire to a corner of the forest 
of trees and took up a burning tree branch. He burnt the 
places where the heads were cut off so that no new ones could grow. 

Among the heads Hercules found the golden, 
immortal head of Hydra among the mass of heads 
and necks and cut it off and buried it under a 
heavy rock. 

He dipped his arrow into the creature’s bile1 and 
they became deadly from that time on. 

Centaurus, the Centaur 

Centaurus is a very big constellation, north of 
Crux (it seems to fit around the top of the cross). 
The brightest star, Rigil Kentaurus, is the third 
brightest in the sky. People worshipped it on the 
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Nile in early times and several temples were built to line up with the place where it rose 
in the early morning. 

The Greeks believed this constellation was Chiron, the leader of the centaurs. These 
creatures were half-human, half-horse, and were very savage and cruel. Chiron was 
different: he was wise and kindly, and taught humans many arts. He even taught humans 
how the stars formed constellation patterns. 

Don’t confuse this centaur with the other one in the 
sky, Sagittarius, the Archer. 

The most popular story of Chiron tells how he went 
to help his friend Hercules against the other 
centaurs. He was accidentally wounded in the knee 
by an arrow shot by Hercules. The wound would 
not heal, even though he tried all sorts of magic and 
herbs. He howled in great pain. He was going to be 
in pain for all eternity. 

The Titan Prometheus was doomed to suffer forever 
by Zeus, the king of the gods, because he stole fire 

from the gods and gave it to humans and taught them science. His suffering would go on 
until some immortal chose to give up his immortality and was prepared to die. 

Chiron, in so much pain, chose to give up his immortality so death would free him from 
his pain. Hercules asked Zeus to forgive Prometheus and Zeus agreed. 

Corona Australis, the Southern Crown 

Corona Australis is a tight little half-circle of stars near Scorpius. 

Semele was the daughter of King Cadmus of Thebes in 
Greece. Zeus, king of the gods, disguised himself as a 
mortal to have a secret love affair with the girl. Hera, 
Zeus’ wife, thought of a plan to put a stop to the affa ir. 
She changed herself into an elderly neighbour and visited 
Semele. She sowed the seeds of doubt in the girl’s mind. 
Who was her mysterious lover? 

Semele was now 6 months pregnant. She demanded that 
her lover reveal his true identity. When Zeus refused, she 
did not allow him into her bed. The god then showed himself in his full divine glory. As 
Hera knew, the girl was destroyed by a thunderbolt. The unborn infant was sewn into his 
father’s thigh for the remaining months. The child was Dionysius (in Roman mythology, 
Bacchus). The gods agreed to allow Semele to join them on Mount Olympus, and her 
crown became Corona Australis. 
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Corona Borealis, the Northern Crown 

Corona Borealis is a very old constellation. It is very small, but it is clearly a crown of 7 
stars. It can be seen in the northern sky. 

This constellation is the crown or wreath of Ariadne, the daughter of King Minos of the 
island of Crete near Greece. 

Every nine years, seven maidens and seven young men were sent from Athens to Crete 
on the orders of King Minos. They were offered to the Minotaur, a creature half-human, 
half-bull, who ate them. The Minotaur was kept in a maze of secret passages from which 
there was no escape. 

Theseus, heir to the throne of Athens, presented himself as one of the seven men. In 
Crete, Ariadne fell in love with him. She agreed to 
arrange his escape if he would take her back to 
Athens as his wife. 

She gave Theseus a golden ball of string to unwind 
and leave to mark his way out of the secret 
passages. At the centre, Theseus killed the 
Minotaur. 

When he returned to Athens, Ariadne was 
abandoned on Naxos, where she died of a broken 
heart. The god Dionysius placed her crown in the 
heavens. 

Alternatively, the constellation may be the golden 
thread given to Theseus. 

Taurus, the Bull 

The Greek myths give us two stories of the lusts of Zeus. Io was turned into a cow by 
Hera, his jealous wife. Europa was tricked by Zeus into loving him when he appeared as 
a gentle, white bull on the seashore. The moment 
Europa climbed on the bull’s back Zeus carried her 
across the ocean to Crete, where Zeus ravished her. 

The Romans saw the god of wine, Bacchus, when they 
looked at Taurus. During festivals in honour of Bacchus 
a bull, covered in flowers, was led by dancing girls. The 
dancing girls are represented by the Hyades and the 
Pleiades. 
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The Hyades 

The Hyades are the V-shaped head of Taurus the Bull. They are an open cluster. Only 
Aldebaran, the bright red star, is not physically close to the others in space and is not 
really part of the cluster. 

Hyades means ‘rainy ones’. The stars were bad news to farmers and sailors because the 
season of storms and heavy rain. The time of year when they start to be seen in the 
evening and morning skies corresponded to the rainy season, the end of May and 
November. 

A Roman poet tells the story that the stars are sisters. When their brother Hyas drowned 
in a well their tears fall on us as rain. 

Another Roman tradition calls them the “Little Pigs”. Arab writers sometimes saw them 
as the “little she-camels”, with Aldebaran being the Large Camel. 

The Pleiades 

The Pleiades are called the Seven Sisters. They are an 
open cluster in Taurus. 

The Hindus in ancient India saw them as a flame 
dedicated to the fire-god Agni. Sometimes they saw the 
stars as a short-handled razor. 

In the Middle Ages in Europe they were known as the 
‘hen and chickens’. 

Because Taurus was seen as the Roman god of wine and 
parties, Bacchus, they were seen by the Romans as a 
bunch of grapes. 

The best of all is the Greek version. They saw them as 
the seven daughters of Atlas and Pleione (who are the 
eighth and ninth stars in the group). The seventh star, 
Sterope, is magnitude 5.8 and usually beyond the range 
of the naked eye. 

One legend says the Pleiades were the girl assistants of the hunting goddess Artemis. 
When they were being chased by the hunter Orion, the gods heard their appeal for help 
and placed them in the sky as doves. 

Like the Hyades, the Pleiades spend their time weeping. There are several reasons why 
they might be crying (besides the thought of being molested by Orion!). One suggestion 
is that the sisters weep for a lost companion, possibly a star that has dimmed considerably 
in historical times. This could be Sterope, who is so faint as to be easily lost. 
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Orion and Scorpius 

In Greek myth, Orion was a hunter of great skill. To show off his skill, he foolishly 
boasted that he could kill all living animals. The Earth-goddess Gaea, alarmed at Orion’s 

claim, sent a scorpion to kill him. In the night sky, as 
the stars of Scorpius rise in the east, Orion sinks 
defeated in the west. 

The healer 
Aesculapius killed 
the scorpion and 
brings Orion back to 

life. When Orion rises in the east, Scorpius sets in the 
west indicating how he was crushed into the earth by 
Aesculapius. 

Five of the fourth-dynasty pyramids in Egypt are 
positioned as if they were the stars in Orion, in such a 
way that the Nile river is in the place of the Milky 
Way. In the early period in Egypt, Orion represented 
the Egyptian god of the dead the first king of Egypt, Osiris. 

Canis Major, the Big Dog 

Seeing these stars 
in the shape of a 
dog goes back to 
at least 3000BC. 
They were seen 
as Orion’s 
hunting dog. 

During the long 
time of Egyptian 

history, Sirius the Dog Star was seen as the goddess Isis, 
the sister and wife of 
the great god Osiris 
(Orion). At one time it 
was the god Anubis 
who had the head of a 
jackal and was a guide 
of the souls of the dead. 
Anubis invented the art 
of embalming and was 
lord of funeral rites. He 

also weighed dead souls on the scales of justice to 
determine their destiny in the next life. Only those 
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whose souls were lighter than a feather would be received into heaven. 

Sirius appears each year in Egypt when they have their hottest time of about forty days. 
These hot days were called “dog days”. 

The Egyptians believed the star caused deadly fever, especially rabies in mad dogs. 

Canis Minor, the Little Dog 

This is a small constellation that can be thought of 
as just one star: the bright one, Procyon. If you draw 
a line from Orion’s left shoulder through his right 
shoulder you will come to Procyon. 

The Arabs have the story of Canis Major and Canis 
Minor being two sisters. When Canis Major left to 
get married in secret her sister left behind was 
desolate. Sometimes the Arabs called Procyon Al 
Ghumaisa, which means ‘watery-eyed’, because she 

was crying for her sister. 

Read Boötes for the Greek story. 

Boötes, the Herdsman and Virgo, the Virgin 

It is hard to see all of Boötes. From the Tropics it can be seen low in the north.The bright 
red star Arcturus can be seen easily.  

‘Arcturus’ means ‘bear-keeper’, because he is always 
chasing Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, the Great and 
Little Bears, around the North Pole. People used to 
believe Arcturus bright storms, but later came to believe 
it brought wealth and honour. 

One legend says Boötes was 
the Greek person Icarius. 
The god Dionysius (Bacchus 

in Roman mythology) taught Icarius the secret of 
winemaking. After this Icarius gave wine to some peasants, 
who became drunk. 

They thought they had been poisoned, so they killed Icarius 
and buried his body. The daughter of Icarius, Erigone, 
searched for Icarius’s grave and with the help of her father’s 
dog, Maera, she found it. When she found the grave she was 
so sad that she hanged herself. Zeus placed her in the heavens 
as Virgo. Icarius became Boötes and Maera became the star 
Procyon in Canis Minor. 
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Lepus, the Hare 

Lepus has been known since ancient times. It is easily 
found at the feet of the giant Orion. 

Orion is hunting Lepus, the hare. The hunter’s dog, Canis 
Major, lies immediately to the east, ready to jump on its 
prey. 

Hares and rabbits hate the sound of crows and ravens. 
Corvus the crow rises in the east just as Lepus the hare sets 
in the west, running for safety into its hole in the earth. 

The stars of Lepus were sometimes seen by the Arabs as 
four camels, drinking at the Milky Way because they are 
thirsty. 

Leo, the Lion 

The Egyptians connected Leo with the rising of Sirius and the rising of the Nile river in 
flood each year. The events happen at the same time as the Sun is in Leo. This is possibly 

why Greek and Roman architects often placed a 
lion’s head at springs and fountains. Back in 
ancient Egypt, a carved lion’s head was placed at 
their canal gates. 

In the twelve labours of Hercules, Leo is identified 
with the Nemean lion. Hercules was required to 
skin the monstrous lion whose skin could not be 
harmed by stone or metal. Hercules wrestled with it 
and choked it to death, then used the beast’s own 
claws to skin it. He took the skin as a cloak of 
invulnerable armour and wore the lion’s head as a 
helmet. 

Leo is also said to be the lion in the 
sad story of the lovers Pyramus and 
Thisbe. Their parents said they could 
not marry. They talked secretly 
through the wall between their 
houses, and one day made a plan to 
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meet outside the city beside a certain mulberry tree with white berries. 

When Thisbe came to the meeting place, Pyramus was not there but she was surprised to 
see a lion, bloody from a kill. As she ran away her veil slipped and fluttered past the lion, 
which snatched it with its paw. 

When Pyramus arrived he saw Thisbe’s veil, torn and bloody, and assumed that his love 
had been eaten. He was so upset he killed himself with his sword. 

At that moment, Thisbe ran back and threw herself on her dead lover’s body, before 
taking the sword and thrusting it into her own flesh. 

The lovers’ blood coloured the white mulberries red, which has been their colour ever 
since. 

To remind parents not to deny young love, Zeus placed the veil in the heavens as Coma 
Berenices, floating down by the lion. 

Aquila, the Eagle 

The Greeks believed the Eagle (and all birds of the air) came 
under the control of Zeus. The eagle is the kin gof birds, so it 
had the special task of retrieving the tunderbolts which Zeus 
threw to earth. 

One myth says that the Titan called Prometheus taught 
humans the arts and sciences. Zeus believed these gifts were 
too great to give to human beings. Prometheus was said to be 
the creator and divine protector of human beings. Prometheus 
took fire from the Sun and secretly brought it to earth in the 
stem of a plant. 

Zeus was furious. He had Prometheus chained naked to a 
rock in the Caucasus Mountains, and from dawn to evening 
the eagle of Zeus tore through his flesh to his liver. 

Because Prometheus was immortal his liver healed every night, only to be pecked out 
again when the eagle reappeared at dawn the following day. His suffering was destined to 
go on forever. He was rescued by Hercules. see Centaurus 

Crux, the Southern Cross 

In the days of the first Christians, Crux, the cross of Jesus, would have 
been just visible at the latitude of Jerusalem. Since that time, because the 
earth has wobbled a bit on its axis, it slipped from view at that latitude. 
Crux is seen as ‘the eagle’s foot’ in central Australia. 
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Musca, the Fly 

Musca was invented by the Dutch navigators Keyser and de 
Houtman in the 1590s. They originally called it Apis, the Bee. 
Because there was another constellation called Apus, the Bird 
of Paradise, and the two names were so similar, it became 
known as Musca, the Fly. 

Delphinus, the Dolphin 

The Greeks saw these stars as the ‘sacred fish’. 

In India these stars brought good fortune and were associated with the porpoise. 

Early Arabs called them the ‘precious stones’ but later borrowed the dolphin from the 
Greeks. 

Gemini, the Twins and Cygnus, the Swan 

Gemini lies northeast of Orion. The bright stars 
Castor and Pollux mark the heads of the twins. 
Castor is really a system of six stars, made up of 
three binaries. Which is rather suited to the Twins, 
don’t you think? 

In Greek mythology the twins are Castor and 
Polydeuces, whom the Romans called Pollux. They were born from an egg laid by Leda, 
queen of Sparta and wife of King Tyndareus. Zeus seduced her, disguised as a swan. 
Castor was mortal and the son of her husband. Polydeuces was the son of Zeus and 
therefore immortal. 

On their travels Castor was killed with a spear. Polydeuces refused to accept his 
immortality unless Castor could share it. Zeus allowed the two to spend every alternate 
day in the realm of the gods and the underworld. Poseidon (Neptune) made the twins the 
protectors of sailors. 

In Egypt the two stars were a pair of sprouting plants; to the Phoenicians they were two 
kid goats; to the Mesopotamians they were a pair of naked boys; to the Romans (in one 
story) they were Romulus and Remus the founders of Rome. 

Lyra the Lyre 

For the Greeks, Lyra was the musical instrument invented by Hermes when an infant and 
given by Apollo to his son Orpheus. Orpheus was in love with his young wife, Eurydice. 
She was bitten by a snake and died, going into the world of the dead. Orpheus journeyed 
to the underworld to beg Hades, ruler of the underworld, to allow her to come back to 
life. Hades (Pluto in Roman myth) was touched by his music and permitted Orpheus to 
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take her back provided he did not turn to look at her 
until they had emerged from hell. However, at the very 
last moment, Orpheus looked back and Eurydice’s soul 
slipped away forever. 

Sagitta, the Arrow 

The constellation of Hercules is just west of Sagitta. 
(Don’t confuse Sagitta with Sagittarius, the Archer). 
This is the arrow that Hercules used to save Prometheus 
who was chained to a rock and doomed to have his 
liver pecked out every day for having stolen fire from 
the gods and given it to humans. With Zeus’s 
permission, Hercules shot the eagle through the heart. 

Ursa Major, the Great Bear 

Ursa Major is the third largest constellation and is close to the north celestial pole. The 
main part is a group of stars called the Plough or Big Dipper. 

In Arab legend, the stars are the children of Al 
Na’ash who were murdered by the Pole Star, Al 
Jadi. 

In Greek myth the parents of Zeus were Cronus 
and Rhea. A prophecy told Cronus that one of his 
children would take over from him, so he used to 
swallow any Rhea gave birth to. 

One year, instead of giving him the baby Zeus, she 
gave him a stone wrapped in baby’s clothes. She hid 
Zeus, leaving him in the care of the nymphs Helice and 
Cynosura. Cronus chased after Zeus, but he escaped. 
Before he escaped he placed his nurses in the heavens: 
Helice as the Greater Bear and Cynosura as the Lesser. 

Pegasus, the Winged Horse 

The most obvious part, the Great Square, forms the 
horse’s wings.  

Medusa was once an attendant of the goddess Athene, 
but the god Poseidon raped her in a temple. Poseidon 
tricked her by disguising himself as a horse. She was 
punished for the loss of her chastity by being 
transformed into a gorgon, a terrifying creature with snakes coiling from her head. Any 
mortal who looked at her would be turned to stone. 
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The hero Perseus killed the 
Gorgon Medusa and in flying over 
the ocean with her head a drop of 
blood fell and from it sprang 
Pegasus, fully formed. He is 
associated with poetic inspiration. 
A fountain, sacred to the nine 
Muses (who give us music and 
artistic inspiration) was created 
when he stamped his foot on 
Mount Helicon. 

Some say Perseus rode the horse 
to rescue the beautiful 
Andromeda, who was chained as a 
sacrifice to the sea monster. The 
Great Square of Pegasus includes 
a star that is really part of 
Andromeda but is needed to make 
up the square. 

An Aboriginal Legend 

Suns, Moons and Stars 

Beyond the horizon, where no one has ever been, there is a beautiful land with grassy 
valleys and tree-covered hills. Streams trickle down the green slopes and join together to 
form a broad, placid river, where flowers node their heads over the banks. The 
inhabitants of that land are Moons —big, shining, globular Moons. They have no arms or 
legs, but they can move quickly across the grass by rolling over and over. It is a pleasant 
life in that green, watered land, but sometimes the Moons grow restless, and when night 
comes they have the urge to explore farther afield and stroll across the sky. 

Only one Moon ever goes on such a journey at a time. It is a pity that they do not go in 
company, but they do not know that outside the valley there lives a giant. He catches the 
wandering Moon, and with his flint knife he cuts a slice from it each night, until after 
many nights there is nothing left but a number of shining thin slices. The giant cuts them 
up very finely and throws them all over the sky. 

They are timid little creatures, the cut-up Moons that have become Stars. During the day, 
when a Sun goes striding across the sky, they hide. Who knows but that, if they showed 
themselves then, another Sun might not creep out and catch them unawares. 

At night there are no Suns, and who cares about the next silly old Moon who will go for a 
wander and never come back? Very soon he too will be cut up into Stars. So, in the 
velvety blackness of the night, the dance and play until the hungry Sun again stamps 
across the sky. (A.W. Reed, Aboriginal Fables and Legendary Tales, 1965) 


